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Spinodal dewetting of a nematic liquid crystal film
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~Received 9 September 1999!

We discuss spinodal dewetting of a nematic film destabilized by Van der Waals forces, focusing on the case
of non-antagonistic anchoring conditions. Using physical parameters pertinent to low-molecular-weight ther-
motropic liquid crystals, we predict a small damping effect. In the presence of an antagonistic applied magnetic
field, the anchoring conditions become more significant, and can influence the shape and dynamics of the
unstable modes.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 68.15.1e
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Spinodal dewetting is a long-standing theoretical idea,
lating to thin films of;100 nm or less in which an effectiv
disjoining pressure opposes wetting. In such a film, the t
dependence of low-wave-number capillary wave fluctuat
modes of the free surface is not oscillatory in the usual m
ner. Instead, these modes are predicted to grow expo
tially, leading to eventual rupture of the film. Experimen
evidence has been reported for a diverse range of syst
including polymer films@1#, liquid metal films@2#, and col-
lagen films@3#.

In this paper we comment on the phenomenon in nem
liquid crystalline~LC! films. An instructive point of depar-
ture is the experiment of Vandebroucket al. @4# investigating
spinodal dewetting of 5CB films spun of silicon wafer
These authors attributed the disjoining pressure to a bala
of van der Waals forces versus a Frank elastic contribu
due to antagonistic anchoring conditions at the respec
film surfaces. Ziherlet al. @5# have suggested an alternativ
interpretation of the same experiment, in which the assu
tion of antagonistic anchoring conditions is retained, but
disjoining pressure is dominated by director fluctuations. T
contrast between the two interpretations serves to illust
that nematic order is capable of coupling to spinodal dew
ting in a variety of ways. Here we examine the situati
when the anchoring conditions arenonantagonistic, such that
there is no Frank elastic contribution to the disjoining pr
sure in the manner of Ref.@4#. Moreover, we assume that va
der Waals forces dominate over other LC contributions to
disjoining pressure such as the director fluctuation Cas
forces invoked in@5#. Instead, the emphasis will be on ho
nematic anchoring conditions influence spinodal dewett
by coupling to the curvature elasticity of the free surface

We begin with a brief overview of the spinodal mech
nism ~for more detail, see Refs.@6,7#!. Consider a Cartesian
coordinate system in which the substrate surface and the
surface of the film lie perpendicular to thez axis atz5 l and
z50, respectively. Following Ref.@6#, the capillary wave
Hamiltonian governing inhomogenous displacementzs of the
free surface is

H5 1
2 E H g~¹zs!

22
dP

dl
zs

2J dr , ~1!
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whereg is the surface tension,r5(x,y), andP denotes the
disjoining pressure. For a modezs(r )5 z̃s(q)sinq•r , we
haveH;gq22dP/dl. Hence, ifdP/dl.0, modes of suf-
ficiently low wave numberq2,l225g21dP/dl are un-
stable. This is the generic instability which defines spino
dewetting. When the disjoining pressure is dominated by
der Waals forces, as is assumed in the present discussion
have~see Ref.@7#!

l;
l 2

a
, ~2!

wherea is a molecular dimension.
Standard capillary hydrodynamics predicts exponen

growth of the unstable modes, i.e., z̃s(q,t)
5 z̃s(q,0)exp@t/t(q)#, with t(q) real and positive. Following
the formulation of Ref.@7#, we write for the flux of liquid
displaced locally as the surface deforms,j;2( l 3/h)¹ps ,
whereh is an effective viscosity~we neglect director cou-
pling! and

ps52gS ¹2zs1
zs

l2D ~3!

is the local excess pressure on the film due to the defor
tion, from Eq.~1!. Substituting into the volume conservatio
condition,dzs /dt52¹• j , and Fourier transforming, we ob
tain for the dispersion relation

t~q!;
hl2

l 3q2g
@12l2q2#21. ~4!

Minimization with respect toq yields the fastest growing
modes~i.e., lowestt)

qm;l21;a/ l 2, tm;
h

g

l 5

a4
. ~5!

Consider now an anchoring potential of the Rapi
Papoular type,Wus

2/2, whereus is the angle between th
surface normal and the orientation of the nematic directo
2974 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the surface. We assume that prior to surface displacem
the director in the film is uniformly oriented perpendicular
the surface, withus(r )50.

Anchoring strength, for the purpose of the present disc
sion, is interpreted according to the anchoring extrapola
length j5K/W ~see Ref.@8#!, whereK is an approximate
elastic coefficient governing director deformation.

At a weak anchoring surface, withj@a, elastic coupling
to the bulk of the film prevents any director reorientatio
and we haveus;¹zs . This has a trivial renormalizing effec
on the surface tension term in the capillary wave Ham
tonian, i.e.,g(¹zs)

2→(g1W)(¹zs)
2.

By contrast, a strong anchoring free surface, withj;a,
maintainsus(r )50 via director reoriention commensura
with surface displacement. Director dynamics constrain
response to a rapid displacement, but we shall find belowa
posteriori, that this is not significant during spinodal dewe
ting. The effect on the capillary wave Hamiltonian is to i
troduce an extra term derived from the associated s
surface director deformation. Following Ref.@9#, we have,
for the undulatory displacement modes we are interested

dH5
1

4
uz̃s~q!u2Kq3f ~q,l ! ~6!

per unit surface area.
The modulating factorf (q,l ) accounts for anchoring a

the film-substrate interface. Limiting cases are@9#

f ~q,l !512exp~22ql ! ~weak anchoring substrate!,

5
12exp~22ql !

12exp~2ql !
~strong anchoring substrate!.

~7!

Going through the spinodal dewetting hydrodynam
again, with Eq.~6! implemented, we obtain a modified dis
persion relation

t~q!;
hl2

l 3q2g
H 12l2q2F11

1

2 S K

g D f ~q,l !qG J 21

, ~8!

from which the pertinent perturbation expansion parame
characterising the nematic correction to the important mo
q.qm is

z5
1

2 S K

g D f ~qm ,l !qm .

Using Eq. ~5!, and expanding Eqs.~7! in qml;a/ l
(!1), we have

z;S K

g Da2

l 3
~weak anchoring substrate!,

;S K

g D a

l 2
~strong anchoring substrate!. ~9!

Substituting typical low-molecular-weight thermotrop
LC parametersK;1027 dyn, g;20 dyn/cm,a;1027 cm,
nt,

s-
n
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we can verifyz!1 in both cases, justifying the perturbativ
approach. Hence, the anchoring corrections toqm andtm are
small:

dqm

qm
;2z,

dtm

tm
;z.

Finally, in order to check the assumption implicit abo
that director reorientational dynamics takes place on a fa
timescale than the dewetting dynamics, we construct the
terion td /tm!1, where td;h/Kq2 characterises directo
dynamics~see Ref.@8#!. Using Eq.~5!, we require equiva-
lently l @ga2/K;10 nm, which should be reasonably we
satisfied in general.

This completes our overview of the role of non
antagonistic anchoring conditions in the spinodal dewett
process. We conclude that nematic corrections of this t
are unlikely to be significant experimentally.

There is, nevertheless, a related sense in which a st
anchoring free surface could interfere quite considera
with spinodal wetting. This concerns the well-known roug
ening of a free surface induced by amagnetic fieldantago-
nistic to the anchoring. Roughening occurs due to a pro
eration of nematic topological defects with their cores pinn
to the surface. These ‘‘surface disclinations’’ were first p
dicted by de Gennes@8# using a Hamiltonian similar to Eq
~1!, but with an additional term in the integran
2(K/jB)u¹zsu, expressing the reduction in director elas
free energy effected by surface deformation. HerejB

5AK/xaB2 defines a magnetic coherence length, withxs the
anisotropic part of the magnetic susceptibility, andB the
magnetic field strength.

Let us consider what happens if surface disclinations p
liferate during the spinodal dewetting process. For illust
tion, we retain the homeotropic free surface anchoring c
ditions considered above. If the magnetic field is orien
along, say, thex direction, the favored topology is then a lin
disclination along they axis. The solution of the Euler
Lagrange equations associated with De Gennes’s Ha
tonian corresponds to a sinh-like roughness profile with d
continuities at the disclination cores.

On the other hand, when the film is unstable, as for sp
odal dewetting, the solution is sinusoidal rather th
sinh-like, independently of whether disclinations are pres
or not. We envisage the situation depicted in Fig. 1. Initial
when the spinodal modes first start growing, there are no
disclinations present. However, as the undulations amp
spontaneous nucleation of disclination pairs becomes e
getically favorable if the amplitude of the fastest modeqm
reaches

z̃s~qm ,t !;jB

m

K
. ~10!

This expresses a balance between the line tension due t
disclination coresm, and the reduction in elastic energy the
effect elsewhere in the film.

Assuming m;K, we requirejB; l or less to stabilize
disclinations during dewetting, corresponding to a rath
high B. We can draw a comparison with the threshold fie
for the well-known Fredericksz transition, where typical
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B;1 kG for 50 mm cell thickness@8#. In our case, withl
;100 nm, this suggestsB;O~100 kG!, which is feasible
using a superconducting magnet.

The cores of a stable disclination pair sit respectively i

FIG. 1. Time evolution of an unstable undulatory mode of t
free surface~thin solid lines! in the presence of an external ma
netic field antagonistic to the anchoring. Surface disclinations
come energetically favorable when the undulation reaches a cri
amplitude. Double-headed arrows represent local director orie
tion; solid circles represent disclination cores.
hy

ys
a

trough and at an adjacent peak of the undulation. Each
periences a force in thez direction,f z6K/jB per unit length.
Since they are pinned to the surface,f z augments the capil-
lary pressureps driving the dewetting hydrodynamics, Eq
~3!. In a similar vein to the above, we can quantify the as
ciated deviation from the isotropic case according to the
mensionless parameter

zB5
f z

psl
;

K

ga S l

jB
D 2

.

Using the values suggested above, it appears feasible
valueszB;1 are experimentally accessible, capable of d
rupting the dispersion relation, Eq.~4!. One would expect
then to observe some deviation from the sinusoidal shap
the unstable capillary modes~to triangular!.

In summary, we have shown that the anchoring com
nent of curvature elasticity at the free surface of a desta
lized nematic film results in at most a fractional increase
the characteristic rupture time. However, the situat
changes if an external magnetic field is applied. If the fie
couples to anchoring conditions at the free surface in suc
way as to stabilize surface disclinations, then the characte
the spinodal process may be significantly altered.
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